
1. Short answer question (any five out of six) :

a) Breast engorgement in puerperium.-

-b) Counseling of HIV mother. v

c) rCauses of maternal mortalityr

d) Ve5icular mole. ' .

e) HELTP syndrorne.a

f) Management of woman with contracted pelvis during second stage of labour.
:

2. Long answer question (any one out of two) :
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managing any obstetrical emergency.

a) Define labour. Enumerate physiological changes during second stage of labour.
Discuss the management of woman in second stage of labour.

b) Enumerate various obstetrical emergencibs. Describe in short the management
of woman with cord prolapse. Discuss the general nursing responsibilities in
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Total Duration : Section A+B = 3 Hours Total Marks:75

SECTION_A&SECTION_B

lnstructions: 1) tJse bluelblack balt point pen onty.
2) Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question

Paper. tf written anything, such type of act wilt be considered
as an affempt to resort to unfair means.

3) All questions are compulsory.
4) The numberto the right indicates fuil marks.
5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
6) Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meant to cover

tire syllabus within the stiputated frame. The Question
paper pattery is a mere guideline. Ouesfions can be asked from: 
any papels syllabus into any question paper. Sfudenfs cannot

- : claim that the Question is out of syllabus. As it is onty for the
placement sake, the distribution has been done,

7) Use a common answerbookfor all Sections.

SECTION - A (40 Marks) :i.
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(5x5=25)
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SECTION-B(35Marks)

3. short answer question (any four out of five) : (4x5=20)

a) lmmediate care'of newborn.

b) Causes of antepartum haemorrhage.

c) Legal and ethical issues in obstetrics.

d) USG in obstetrics

e) Exclusive breast feeding,

4. Long answer question (any one out of two) : (1x15=15)

a) Define polyhydramnios. Discuss effects of polyhydramnios on mother and fetus.
Describe management of antenatal woman with polyhydramnios.

b) Define the term high risk pregnancy. Enumerate various high risk pregnancies.
Discuss high risk approach for managing the high risk cases.


